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GROHE SHOWER  
SOLUTIONS



INDULGE YOURSELF –  
EXPERIENCE SHOWERING & BATHING PERFECTION
Our Shower Solutions have been specifically designed to ensure you have the most ideal combinations and choices available. We have taken all  
the hard work away. All you have to do is pick which is right for your personal showering, installation and interior style requirements. From shower 
to bath, functionality to luxury, you’ll find a complete showering solution to suit your needs. 

Our wide range of thermostatic Shower Solutions feature unique GROHE CoolTouch® and GROHE TurboStat® technology for unrivalled safety  
and comfort while our award winning digital showering solutions deliver simple, intuitive and personal showering all at the touch of a button.

Head and hand showers come in a choice of sizes and a variety of designs to suit individual requirements, from one, up to seven flow patterns,  
the choice is endless. Whilst our integrated EcoJoy� water saving technology enables you to reduce your water consumption by up to 50%.

GROHE G1000GROHE G2000 NEW

GROHE G3000GROHE POWER&SOUL�GROHE RAINSHOWER®GROHE F-DIGITAL

GROHE VERIS GROHE CUBE
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GROHE TECHNOLOGY 
GERMAN ENGINEERING
For many consumers, Made in Germany is the only label they need. They know it stands for precision, attention to detail and quality. All of our 
research & development and design facilities are located in Germany, where we conduct comprehensive product testing before launch and during 
production. Below are some of our unique technologies that will allow you to enjoy water.

GROHE ECOJOY�
Integrated water-saving technology 
reduces water and energy consumption 
without compromising on design, 
performance and product enjoyment.

GROHE SILKMOVE®
Precise and effortless water control for 
a lifetime of smooth and comfortable 
faucet handling.

GROHE STARLIGHT®
A radiant chrome finish that resists 
soiling and tarnishing for enduring 
pristine looks.

GROHE DREAMSPRAY®
Perfectly matched nozzles for a perfect 
spray pattern.

GROHE WHISPER®
Advanced engineering removes noise 
transfer to the structure of the building 
for quieter customer operation.

GROHE DIGITAL®
Digital technology for effortless control 
and outstanding comfort.

GROHE TURBOSTAT®
Always the right temperature. Reacts 
instantly to changes in water pressure.

GROHE COOLTOUCH®
No risk of scalding yourself  
on a hot surface.

RAPIDO – THE INNOVATIVE  
CONCEALED SOLUTION FROM GROHE
Concealed bath and shower mixers lend a clean, modern look to any bathroom – where only the essential elements are on 
show. With its shallow installation depth and choice of single lever or thermostatic operation, Rapido is a universal solution that 
enables you to create your perfect shower. Once installed, the concealed body is completed with a mixer trim set.



NEW

118332*
GROHE Veris F-digital controller and bath 
diverter with Rainshower® shower arm, 
Rainshower® 210mm head shower, Euphoria 
Stick Cosmopolitan, shower outlet elbow and 
Talentofill inlet trim with pop-up and waste.  
Pack includes shower hose and fixings.

GROHE
EcoJoy�

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
TurboStat®

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
Digital®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

NEW

36 299 000* HP
Euphoria F-Digital shower set.  
Pack includes shower hose and fixings.

36 304 000* LP
Euphoria F-Digital shower set.  
Pack includes shower hose and fixings.

The award winning design of GROHE F-Digital unites simple operation and freedom of choice 
with German engineering and design. Luxurious personalised experiences, thermostatic showers 
and intuitive digital controls, which can be placed wherever you choose, combine to create an 
indulgent bathroom experience.

Based on a series of concentric rings, the design guides you to the point of interaction.  
And with just three buttons and a dial, using the controller is both intuitive and simple. The outer 
ring features textured detailing, ensuring maximum comfort and control of the water flow, even 
with wet or soapy hands.

The modular design, intuitive user interface and increased planning flexibility are just a few  
of the features which have led GROHE F-digital to winning several design prizes, including  
a Red Dot ‘Best of the Best’ 2011 award.

Automatic bath filling – a true GROHE SPA® detail; the automatic bath filling feature will fill  
the bath for you to your pre-set temperature and water level.

Fill the bath twice as fast – for large baths, combine a bath spout with a bath filler. The Digital 
Diverter allows you to open both outlets at the same time, so the bath can be filled faster or  
allowing the use of two shower heads simultaneously.

Save your preferred setting – experience comfort like never before. Use the memory function  
to save your individual combination of water temperature and flow.

GROHE F-DIGITAL 
SHOWER SOLUTIONS

GROHE
Whisper®
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NEWNEW

NEW NEWNEW

118333*
GROHE Allure F-digital controller and bath 
diverter with Rainshower® shower arm, 
Rainshower® F-Series head shower, Euphoria 
Cube+ hand shower, shower outlet elbow and 
Allure wall mounted Cascade bath/shower spout. 
Pack includes shower hose and fixings.

118334*
GROHE Veris F-digital controller and bath 
diverter including plate with Rainshower® shower 
arm, Rainshower® 300x150mm head shower, 
GROHE Ondus hand shower, shower outlet 
elbow, Relexaflex hose and Talentofill inlet trim 
with pop-up and waste. Pack includes shower 
hose and fixings.

36 306 000* HP
Euphoria F-Digital shower set. Pack includes 
shower hose and fixings.

36 308 000* LP
Euphoria F-Digital shower set. Pack includes 
shower hose and fixings.

36 298 000* HP
Rainshower® Solo F-Digital shower set.  
Pack includes shower hose and fixings.

36 303 000* LP
Rainshower® Solo F-Digital shower set.  
Pack includes shower hose and fixings.

36 305 000* HP
Rainshower® Solo F-Digital shower set.  
Pack includes shower hose and fixings.

36 307 000* LP
Rainshower® Solo F-Digital shower set.  
Pack includes shower hose and fixings.



NEW

118330*
Grohtherm Cube concealed thermostatic  
bath/shower mixer, Rainshower® 286mm Square 
shower arm, Rainshower® Allure 210mm head 
shower, shower outlet elbow, stop valve trim, 
Euphoria Cube hand shower, Allure wall 
mounted Cascade bath/shower spout.  
Pack includes shower hose and fixings.

NEW

118319*
Grohtherm 2000 NEW concealed thermostatic 
bath/shower mixer, Rainshower® shower arm, 
Power&SoulTM Cosmo 190mm head shower  
4 spray pattern and Eurosmart Cosmo bath spout.

For an indulgent bath and shower experience choose one of our Grohtherm 2000 NEW Shower 
Solutions featuring Power&Soul® head and hand showers. A choice of up to four truly innovative 
spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2, Rain, GROHE Bokoma Spray™ and Jet ensure a perfect match  
for every consumer need.

Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan Shower Solutions combine modern, minimalistic design with 
award winning thermostat technology for a relaxing shower or bath experience. Rainshower® 
head showers feature GROHE DreamSpray® technology for a luxurious full spray and unbeatable 
showering enjoyment.

The New Grohtherm Cube combines performance with a square, minimalist aesthetic. A new 
addition to complement our existing square and cosmopolitan designs, Grohtherm Cube is the 
perfect product for modern interior spaces.

From above, the human body is not round. The Veris Shower Solution features a lozenge  
shaped head shower, to mirror the silhouette of the human form, so not a drop of water is 
wasted. Efficient design at its best.

All GROHE thermostatic mixers feature the GROHE TurboStat® technology that ensures the 
temperature you select remains constant for the duration of your shower. No shocks, no 
surprises, just a constant stream of perfectly mixed water at the temperature of your choosing.

GROHE BATH/SHOWER 
SHOWER SOLUTIONS

GROHE
EcoJoy�

GROHE
TurboStat®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
Whisper®
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NEW

118328*
GROHE Veris concealed thermostatic bath/
shower mixer, Rainshower® shower arm, 
Rainshower® 300x150mm head shower and 
Talentofill inlet trim with pop-up and waste.

NEW

118326*
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan concealed 
thermostatic bath/shower mixer, Rainshower® 
shower arm, Rainshower® 210mm head shower 
and Talentofill inlet trim with pop-up and waste.

NEW

118327*
Grohtherm Cube concealed thermostatic  
bath/shower mixer, Rainshower® 286mm  
Square shower arm, Rainshower® Allure 210mm 
head shower, Allure wall mounted Cascade bath/
shower spout.

NEW

118329*
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan concealed 
thermostatic bath/shower mixer, Rainshower® 
shower arm, Rainshower® 210mm head shower, 
shower outlet elbow, stop-valve trim and 
Euphoria Stick Cosmopolitan. Pack includes 
shower hose and fixings.

NEW

118331*
GROHE Veris concealed thermostatic bath/
shower mixer, Rainshower® shower arm, 
Rainshower® 300x150mm head shower, GROHE 
Ondus hand shower, shower outlet elbow, 
stop-valve trim and Talentofill inlet trim with 
pop-up and waste. Pack includes shower hose 
and fixings.



Revitalise your mind, body and soul with an exhilarating shower. The following GROHE Shower Solutions include Rainshower®, 
Power&Soul® or Euphoria head and hand showers to deliver a range of sensations in appreciation of your moods and needs.

From the modern stepped design of Rainshower® to the use of flat cylindrical and stepped detailing of Power&Soul® Cosmopolitan 
and ergonomic design of Euphoria, GROHE Shower Solutions offer a host of styles and sizes. All head and hand showers feature 
GROHE DreamSpray® technology for balanced water distribution to every nozzle, while GROHE StarLight® chrome and SpeedClean 
nozzles ensure a lifetime of perfect looks.

GROHE SHOWERING 
SHOWER SOLUTIONS

GROHE
EcoJoy�

GROHE
TurboStat®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
Whisper®
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NEW

118325*
GROHE Veris concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer, Rainshower® shower arm, Rainshower® 
300x150mm head shower, GROHE Ondus  
hand shower, shower outlet elbow, shower 
holder. Pack includes shower hose and fixings.

NEW

118323*
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan concealed 
thermostatic shower mixer, Rainshower® shower 
arm, Rainshower® 210mm head shower,  
shower outlet elbow and Euphoria Stick 
Cosmopolitan. Pack includes shower hose  
and fixings.

NEW

34506000*
Grohtherm Cube thermostatic shower mixer, 
Rainshower® 286mm Square shower arm, 
Rainshower® Allure 210mm head shower, 
shower outlet elbow, stop valve trim, Euphoria 
Cube hand shower. Pack includes shower hose 
and fixings.

NEWNEW

34 399 000*
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan concealed 
thermostatic shower mixer with Rainshower® 
shower arm, Rainshower® Cosmopolitan head 
shower and Euphoria Mono hand shower. Pack 
includes shower hose and fixings.

NEW

34 283 001*
Grohtherm 2000 NEW concealed  
thermostatic shower mixer with Rainshower® 
shower arm, Power&SoulTM head shower and 
115mm Cosmo handshower. Pack includes 
shower hose and fixings.

34 408 000*
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan perfect 
shower set with concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer, Rainshower® shower arm, Rainshower® 
Modern head shower and Euphoria Mono hand 
shower. Pack includes shower hose and fixings.



GROHTHERM  
SHOWER SOLUTIONS

NEW

118315*
Grohtherm 1000 concealed thermostatic  
shower mixer with Euphoria 600mm shower  
rail, hand shower and outlet elbow.

Safe, fast and efficient, our Grohtherm thermostatic showers provide contemporary or 
cosmopolitan design with functional excellence to find your perfect thermostatic Shower Solution. 
From the pure, cylindrical form of our Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan to the contemporary 
Grohtherm 1000, the range offers a choice of designs to meet all your requirements.

Using innovative GROHE technologies, including GROHE TurboStat®, GROHE StarLight®  
and GROHE EcoJoy®, the Grohtherm range offers a host of other benefits. And when  
combined with Rainshower®, Power&Soul® or Euphoria shower heads, GROHE Shower  
Solutions can deliver a range of sensations, so you can have the shower of your dreams.

NEW

34 278 000*
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan concealed 
thermostatic shower mixer with Rainshower® 
Cosmopolitan shower set. Pack includes shower 
hose, fixing and outlet elbow.

GROHE
EcoJoy�

GROHE
TurboStat®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
Whisper®
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NEW

118317*
Grohtherm 2000 NEW concealed thermostatic 
shower mixer, Power&SoulTM Cosmo 600mm 
shower rail and 130mm hand shower and  
outlet elbow.

NEW

118318*
Grohtherm 2000 NEW concealed  
thermostatic shower mixer, Rainshower® shower 
arm, Power&SoulTM Cosmo head shower 
190mm 4 spray pattern.

NEW

118316*
Grohtherm 1000 concealed thermostatic  
shower mixer, Rainshower® shower arm with 
Euphoria Cosmo 180mm head shower.

NEW

118320*
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan concealed 
thermostatic shower mixer, Rainshower® shower 
arm and Rainshower® 210mm head shower.

NEW

118321*
Grohtherm Cube concealed thermostatic 
shower mixer, Rainshower® 286mm Square 
shower arm, Rainshower® Allure 210mm  
head shower.

NEW

118322*
GROHE Veris concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer, Rainshower® shower arm and 
Rainshower® 300x150mm head shower.



GROHE Limited
World Business Centre 2
Newall Road
London Heathrow Airport
Hounslow 
Middlesex TW6 2SF

Tel: 0871 200 3414
Fax: 0871 200 3415

VISIT US ONLINE
grohe.co.ukFollow us


